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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features a critique of USG engagement with the
private sector over cybersecurity, new assessments about China’s economic growth

prospects, Huawei’s use of satellite communications to circumvent US sanctions,
satellite refueling space stations, a new synthetic human microbiome, the effects of
Europe’s energy crisis, and significant drops in Chinese semiconductorm imports.



NEXT5 EDITOR’S HIGHLIGHTS
→ Throughout the Billington Cybersecurity Summit, many federal leaders claimed that
public-private engagement is at an all time high, however, a panel of CISOs offered
criticism of US government outreach. A panel including Netflix CISO Vitaly Gudanets, Block
CISO Jim Higgins, and Yahoo CISO Sean Zadig, explained why many companies are reticent to
get involved with government agencies after an incident. Higgins said that a financial institution,
Block has found that it is painful to share with the USG because there is not a universal agency
or department to contact. Higgins and Zadig also took issue with the one-way information
sharing that they felt infantilized organizations with their own sophisticated intelligence to share.
Zadig also said sometimes get conflicting requests from different agencies or even field offices
within the same agency asking for different information. However, they all acknowledged that
they want to help and they feel engagement is moving in the right direction. They would just like
to see more organization and consistency in the engagement process. #Cybersecurity #USA
The Record

→ After the sharp slowdown in China’s growth the past year, some experts are
reconsidering whether China will surpass the US as the world’s largest economy. Until
recently, many economists assumed China’s GDP measured in USD would surpass that of the
US by the end of the decade. But after Beijing-led policies - including zero tolerance for Covid
and efforts to rein in real estate speculation - have sapped growth. Further, Beijing’s increasing
tendency to intervene in corporate affairs have also led experts to lower their expectations for
Chinese growth. As economists pare back their forecasts for 2022, they have become more
worried about China’s longer term prospects, with unfavorable demographics and high debt
levels potentially weighing on any rebound. Economy size does not reflect the quality of growth,
however. Living standards in the US are five times greater than in China, and that gap is unlikely
to close soon. But a change in the ranking could still serve as a propaganda win for Beijing as it
seeks to show the world that China’s state-led model is superior to Western liberal democracy,
and that the US is declining both politically and economically. #USA #CHN #Geopolitics WSJ

DIGITALIZATION
→ Microsoft's planned acquisition of Activision Blizzard could harm rivals and
newcomers to the video game industry, according to the UK’s competition authority,
adding uncertainty to the $75B deal in one of the world's largest markets for interactive
entertainment. The regulator announced last week that it would give the companies five
working days to offer commitments to address the competition concerns it had raised. If the
CMA is not satisfied at that point, the investigation will proceed to a second phase involving a
panel of independent reviewers, according to the statement. “CMA is concerned that if Microsoft
buys Activision Blizzard it could harm rivals, including recent and future entrants into gaming, by
refusing them access to Activision Blizzard games or providing access on much worse terms,"
the authority stated. Entering the second phase of the probe could indicate the CMA is
concerned the deal could harm game developers and consumers in markets under its
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jurisdiction, according to a lawyer. According to industry tracker Newzoo BV, the UK is also the
world's sixth-largest video game software market by revenue. China is the largest, followed by
the US. The US Federal Trade Commission is also looking into Microsoft's acquisition of
Activision due to antitrust concerns. According to attorneys, regulators' positions may be
influenced by how they define the market affected by the Microsoft-Activision merger and how
much of that market the two companies control. If regulators define it broadly, they may be less
likely to see the merger as a threat to competition. They believe that a more narrowly defined
market would raise more concerns. #DIG #USA #GBR WSJ

→ Nearly 70% of people across 19 developed countries believe that the spread of digital
misinformation is a “major threat,” according to new research released by the Pew
Research Center. Researchers polled 24,525 people from 19 advanced economies about the
severity of threats such as climate change, infectious diseases, online misinformation,
cyberattacks from other countries, and the global economy's state. Climate change was the
most widely expressed concern in most countries, with a median of 75% of respondents
describing it as a major threat. Misinformation was close behind, with a median of 70% seeing it
as a major threat. The findings supplement Pew's research on the US, which was released
earlier this year. According to the survey, misinformation is nearly tied with cyberhacking as the
top concern for Americans. Following several tumultuous years of misinformation about
elections and the coronavirus pandemic, 70% of Americans now believe that false information
spread online is a major threat. Another 26% believe it is a minor threat, and only 2% believe it
is not a threat. The US is among the countries most concerned about online misinformation.
Germans were the most concerned, with 75% believing it is a serious threat, according to the
findings. 42% of Israelis rated the issue as important, the lowest among the countries polled.
Furthermore, the survey found that young people were less concerned about misinformation
than their older counterparts. This finding is consistent with previous research showing that
young people are less likely to share misinformation online and have more confidence in
navigating social media falsehoods.
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#DIG #Cybersecurity #USA #CAN #BEL #FRA #DEU #GRC #HUN #ITA #NLD #POL #ESP
#SWE #GBR #ISR #AUS #JPN #MYS #SGP #KOR NY Times

→ TikTok's data security is coming under increased scrutiny as it stores the personal
information of over 1B users. On Monday, September 5, several cybersecurity analysts
tweeted about the discovery of what was purportedly a breach of an insecure server that
allowed access to TikTok’s storage, which they believe contained personal user data. Only days
earlier, Microsoft said it had found a “high-severity vulnerability” in TikTok’s Android application,
“which would have allowed attackers to compromise users’ accounts with a single click.” TikTok
said the claims of a breach discovered over the weekend were incorrect. “Our security team
investigated this statement and determined that the code in question is completely unrelated to
TikTok’s backend source code,” according to a spokesperson. Regardless of how inconclusive
or minor the issues are, TikTok and its parent company will be scrutinized closely at a time when
the US may tighten its sanctions against businesses with ties to China, according to one
analyst. In June, nine US senators demanded that TikTok's CEO explain alleged security
breaches in a public letter. President Joe Biden is expected to sign an executive order restricting
US investment in Chinese technology companies, and a separate action targeting TikTok is
possible, with the administration keeping a close eye on whether the Chinese government has
access to American customer data. The company has informed US lawmakers that it has taken
precautions to safeguard that data through a contract with Oracle. #DIG #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #USA #CHN Bloomberg

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ China launched a mysterious spy satellite that will "monitor land, crop yield and
natural disasters" but could also gather military intelligence, according to analysts.
Yaogan 33, a new, classified series of remote sensing satellites, is little known. The spacecraft
will be used for "science experiments, census of national land resources, crop yield estimation,
and disaster prevention," according to Chinese state-controlled media. The Yaogan series
satellites serve both civil and military users in China. China launched a new batch of Yaogan 35
satellites last month, which could be used for Earth observation or signal intelligence gathering,
according to Western space analysts. #SAT #AER #CHN Space.com

→ Vodafone is expanding its IoT capabilities with new satellite technology that can
pinpoint connected devices and autonomous vehicles to centimeters rather than meters.
The “Vodafone GNSS Corrections” platform combines the operator's global IoT network with
technology developed by Topcon that corrects GNSS inaccuracies using a network of
thousands of reference stations across Europe. Using cloud-based software, these reference
stations calculate and correct potential GNSS data discrepancies. Greater precision is seen as
critical in the development of Vehicle to Anything (V2X) technology, which allows vehicles to
communicate with one another and roadside infrastructure in real time, as well as autonomous
machinery and robotics. This new capability could enable a variety of services ranging from
self-driving lawn mowers to real-time telematics. The two companies are now inviting selected
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customers to participate in trials in Germany, Spain, and the UK, with the goal of eventually
rolling it out across all markets. #SAT #AUT #GBR #DEU #ESP TechRadar

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ A Gartner survey of nearly 700 business leaders found that talent shortages are not an
impediment to AI adoption, with more than 70% of executives reporting that they
currently have or can source the necessary AI talent. Companies are deploying AI
strategically, rather than tactically, to support decision-making and automation across a wide
range of business functions. AI-powered automation can be applied to "any business decision,"
according to 80% of respondents. Despite widespread adoption, demonstrating the
effectiveness and value of AI remains a challenge. Thousands of AI models have been
deployed in 40% of organizations polled. However, only slightly more than 50% of AI projects
make it past the testing phase and into full production, according to the report. #AI CIO Dive

→ Scientists are using machine learning (ML) to listen in on mole rats, fruit bats, crows,
and whales — and to communicate back. Neuroscientists at Germany's Max Planck Institute
for Brain Research analyzed 36k soft chirps recorded in seven mole rat colonies using ML
algorithms. They discovered that this exchange contained a wealth of social data. Not only did
each mole rat have its own vocal signature, but each colony also had its own distinct dialect that
was culturally passed down through generations. These cohesive dialects fell apart during times
of social instability, such as the weeks following the violent deposition of a colony's queen.
When a new queen took over the throne, a new dialect appeared. In recent years, scientists
have begun to use this technology to decode animal communication, employing ML algorithms
to determine when squeaking mice are stressed or why fruit bats scream. Even more ambitious
projects are in the works, such as compiling a comprehensive catalog of crow calls, mapping
the syntax of sperm whales, and even developing technologies that allow humans to respond.
Animal communication research is not new, but ML algorithms can detect subtle patterns that
human listeners may miss. For example, scientists have demonstrated that these programs can
distinguish between individual animal voices, distinguish between sounds made by animals in
different situations, and break their vocalizations down into smaller parts, a critical step in
deciphering meaning. #AI #BIO #DEU #ISR #USA NY Times

→ Proposed EU rules could limit the type of research that produces cutting-edge
open-source AI tools like GPT-3, experts warn in a new study. The nonpartisan think tank
Brookings published a piece this week criticizing the EU's regulation of open-source AI, arguing
that it would create legal liability for general-purpose AI systems while undermining their
development. Under the EU's draft AI Act, open-source developers would be required to follow
risk management, data governance, technical documentation, and transparency guidelines, as
well as accuracy and cybersecurity standards. If a company deploys an open-source AI system
that results in a disastrous outcome, the author believes the company could attempt to deflect
responsibility by suing the open-source developers on which their product is based. Instead of
seeking to regulate AI technologies broadly, EU regulators should focus on specific applications
of AI, some analysts suggest. An AI researcher, on the other hand, believes it is "perfectly fine"
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to regulate open source AI "a little more heavily" than necessary. Setting any kind of standard
can be a way to demonstrate global leadership, hopefully encouraging others to follow suit. In
the AI realm, open innovation and responsible innovation are not mutually exclusive ends, but
rather complementary ones, and the intersection between both should be a key target for
ongoing regulatory efforts, as it is currently for the AI community, according to AI experts and
executives. #AI #DIG #SCRM #Cybersecurity #EU TechCrunch

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Huawei has included satellite communications capabilities in its latest flagship
smartphone in an attempt to circumvent US restrictions on access to 5G wireless
technologies. Users of the Mate 50 series will be able to send short messages and map out
routes using the BeiDou navigation satellite system, China's version of the more widely used
GPS developed by the US Air Force. Huawei is the first major smartphone manufacturer to
introduce such a feature, beating market leaders such as Apple, which is also working on
satellite connectivity. The BeiDou network achieved global coverage in 2020, marking a
significant milestone in Beijing's efforts to develop its own system for future communications,
navigation, and scientific research that does not rely on GPS or other global navigation systems
such as Russia's GLONASS, the European Union's Galileo, and India's IRNSS program.
Huawei, which has been under US sanctions since 2018, still does not have access to the
premium 5G mobile chips that are already standard in Apple, Samsung, and Xiaomi flagship
phones. According to IDC data, its smartphone shipments fell to 37.5M units in 2021, down from
240.6M in 2019, when it was the world's second-largest handset maker after Samsung. #5G
#SAT #CHN #Geopolitics Nikkei Asia

→ With a new satellite-connected handset, a British smartphone manufacturer hopes to
beat Starlink to the punch. Starlink is also collaborating with T-Mobile on a satellite phone
service but those plans were slowed down by "regulatory approval" of satellite launches and that
it is doubtful that the service would be accessible prior to the end of 2023. Bullitt's service would
initially just allow users to send and receive text messages when it launches in February 2023.
The message will be delivered via SMS to the recipient, who can respond by downloading
Bullitt's application. They can use it for free, but Bullitt phone owners must pay a monthly
subscription fee. Bullitt claims their phone will automatically switch to satellite when no other
signal is available anywhere on the planet. Bullitt co-founder Richard Wharton stated that a
smartphone capable of two-way satellite communications and global coverage will be released
in February 2023. According to Starlink, phones using their platform may have to wait up to
thirty minutes to connect with a satellite at the moment. Mr. Wharton, on the other hand, stated
that the wait for Bullitt phones would be limited to a few seconds due to agreements with two
global satellite networks, which he declined to name. The handset requires a custom chipset
developed over the last 18 months in collaboration with an Asian manufacturer. If the phone
simply sought satellite signals in the absence of other signals, the battery drain would be
reduced. #5G #SAT #USA #GBR BBC
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→ Apple officially announced on Wednesday, September 7, that the iPhone 14 and 14
Plus support satellite-based Emergency SOS. Sending a message with a clear view of the
sky can take less than 15 seconds, and the interface guides users to point their phone in the
right direction and walks them through the steps to connect with emergency service providers,
according to Apple. It is also possible to share a location without sending a message using the
Find My app. With iPhone 14 models, it's free for two years. #5G #SAT #USA The Verge

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ On September 6, VTB announced that it had become the first Russian bank to launch
yuan money transfers to China without using the international messaging system SWIFT,
which underpins financial transactions worldwide. Demand for the yuan has increased in
Russia when Putin sent tens of thousands of troops into Ukraine and the West imposed
sanctions, limiting Moscow's access to the dollar and euro markets. Sanctions imposed on
major Russian banks, including the state-owned VTB, effectively cut lenders off from the global
financial system. According to VTB, the maximum amount of a single money transfer is ~$329k,
and the maximum monthly limit is $1.6M. Later this year, the bank intends to begin lending in
yuan and other non-Western currencies. Sberbank, Russia's largest lender, stated on Tuesday
that it had already begun lending in yuan as Moscow seeks to develop its financial infrastructure
in countries that have not imposed sanctions on it. #FIN #Geopolitics #RUS #CHN Reuters

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ A Beijing space research institute tested a new rocket engine that it claims is twice as
powerful as its American rival in the race to land the next astronaut on the moon,
according to China’s space authorities. The September 5 ground test was successful,
according to the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC). The engine
will be used to launch China's still-in-development Long March 9 rockets and push astronauts
on future lunar trips, according to CASC. The upper-stage rocket engine can generate 25 tons
of thrust, which is more than double the thrust produced by the RL10, which is projected to
return American astronauts to the moon. Additional thrust is generated by upper-stage rocket
engines to accelerate a spacecraft to its target at high altitudes. CASC stated that it was the
"world's largest closed expander cycle engine test run," and it was a "breakthrough" in the
development of a key technology for heavy-duty launch vehicles. The most efficient power
source for human space travel is closed expander cycle rocket engines. Using waste heat, the
engines can convert a small amount of liquid hydrogen fuel into high-pressure gas. The gas
powers turbines, which increase the pressure of hydrogen and oxygen in fuel pumps. The gas
then enters the combustion chamber's top to be used as fuel. The closed expansion cycle is
more efficient than the combustion process in conventional rocket engines because it eliminates
the need for the rocket to carry extra gas to power the pumps. #AER #CHN SCMP

→ Orbit Fab, a US space startup aiming to build a satellite-refueling space station by
2025, will charge a hydrazine refill of $20M. The startup believes there is a market for its
planned service because a growing number of companies launching satellites want their
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hardware to last longer. Orbital refueling is one method for extending missions. The startup
hopes to build, for lack of a better term, a depot in geostationary orbit 300km from Earth that
can send out shuttles containing, say, 100kg of hydrazine to visiting satellites and potentially
other spacecraft that need a refill and can plug into the tanks. And spacecraft with the
necessary capabilities could dock with the depot to pick up fuel for themselves or to transport to
satellites and other craft. According to Co-founder and Chief Development Officer Jeremy
Schiel, government agencies and private operators have "expressed explicit interest in getting
refueled in the next three to five years." The design of the fuel depot system is "basically done"
and that the company is now working on the design of its fuel shuttles. Astroscale, an orbital
debris removal company, is the only public customer who has signed up for the satellite
refueling service. Orbit Fab has agreed to supply 1k kilograms of xenon propellant to
Astroscale's Life Extension In-Orbit (LEXI) satellites, which can be refueled in space and are set
to launch into geostationary orbit in 2026. These satellites, as well as future craft, must include
Orbit Fab's Rapidly Attachable Fluid Transfer Interface (RAFTI) ports, which will be used by fuel
shuttles to replenish visiting craft. Spacecraft in geostationary orbit today will lack RAFTI ports,
forcing Orbit Fab to devise another method of refueling them. According to Schiel, the startup
will have to rely on third-party vehicles that are compatible with what is already in space as well
as Orbit Fab's hardware, such as servicing Northrop Grumman or Astroscale spacecraft.

#AER #SAT #USA The Register

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ China became the first country to approve a needle-free, inhaled version of CanSino
Biologics' Covid-19 vaccine. The vaccine is a new version of CanSino’s one-shot Covid drug,
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the first in the world to undergo human testing in March 2020 and which has been used in
China, Mexico, Pakistan, Malaysia and Hungary after being rolled out in February 2021. The
inhaled version can stimulate cellular immunity and induce mucosal immunity to boost
protection without intramuscular injection, according to the company. #BIO #CHN #HKG #MEX
#PAK #MYS #HUN Bloomberg

→ For the first time, scientists created a synthetic human microbiome, combining 119
species of bacteria naturally found in the human body. When the researchers gave the
concoction to mice that did not have their own microbiome, the bacterial strains established
themselves and remained stable — even when other microbes were introduced. As a full
microbiome, the new synthetic microbiome can withstand aggressive pathogens and cause
mice to develop a healthy immune system. A better understanding of the microbiome could lead
to a more effective way to treat a variety of diseases. Doctors can already use the microbiome
to treat life-threatening Clostridium difficile infections in the gut. They only need to transplant
stool from a healthy donor to clear the infection. Researchers can now use the new synthetic
microbiome to learn about the role of each individual microbe, which could help doctors treat
other diseases. For example, scientists could create a cocktail of 118 of the 119 species in the
lab and then observe how the modified microbiome affects mouse health.

#BIO #USA NY Times
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→ Scientists are launching projects that could eventually result in the development of
“personal pigs” — animals that are designed to serve as ideal organ donors for specific
people or that have the same genetic change driving a disease as a human, allowing for
testing and research. Recent xenotransplantation studies on pig hearts and kidneys have
highlighted the potential benefits of customizing the organs. Scientists at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison are investigating how to modify pigs to address other medical issues. The
researchers are using gene editing to create pigs with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) gene
mutations. Clinicians could potentially test drugs on personal pigs in the NF1 study to see if they
work before giving them to children. Pigs, which mature faster than children, provide a glimpse
into the future of individual children and may allow for earlier or better intervention. When it
comes to the future of organ transplants, scientists are testing the limits of their ability to create
personal pigs. University of Minnesota scientists created pig embryos lacking the gene that
makes blood vessels in laboratory experiments. They then implanted human cells into the pig
embryo, resulting in the formation of human blood vessels. The embryos have yet to produce a
live birth. However, the researchers hope that the approach will eventually allow every organ in
the pig to be transplantable into a human. The researchers predict that people in need of organs
may one day have their own cells injected into pig embryos, further personalizing the pigs. #BIO
#USA WSJ

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Scientists have developed a new prototype device that can extract water from humid
air and split it into hydrogen and oxygen. Furthermore, it can operate in environments with
humidity — the concentration of water vapor in the air — as low as 4%. The researchers created
a prototype electrolyzer that uses renewable energy to break water down into its constituent
elements, hydrogen and oxygen. Five electrolyzers worked in parallel in one test using a solar
power source. The electrodes are located on either side of a water harvesting unit, which is a
sponge-like material that absorbs water from the air and also serves as an electrolyte reservoir.
Because both electrodes are isolated from the air, hydrogen and oxygen can be collected as
pure gasses after the split. A variety of materials and setups were tried to get the prototype
device working properly, and one of the configurations the researchers tried was able to operate
successfully for 12 days in a row. #GRN #AUS #CHN ScienceAlert

→ BYD, China's largest electric vehicle (EV) manufacturer, will establish Thailand as its
first Southeast Asian production hub, putting existing Chinese brands in the kingdom in
a position to capitalize on an expected, government-aided surge in demand. BYD will
invest $488M in Rayong province, where it is said to have purchased 112 hectares of land,
according to a Thai Board of Investment official. Thailand's EV sales are expected to skyrocket
as a result of government subsidies that effectively lower sticker prices. The goal is to attract
enough buyers to create a scale economy and stimulate investment in the sector. The subsidy
could be up to $4.1k per EV. In another move, the government reduced import duties on EVs
from 8% to 2% on June 9 in exchange for manufacturer promises to eventually bring EV
production to Thailand. These policies are intended to help Thailand become the ASEAN EV
production hub, with EVs accounting for 30% of all vehicles sold in the country by 2030. Two
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major Chinese brands are already dominant in Thailand's EV market. Great Wall Motor
(Thailand), which entered the market in 2020, is the market leader, selling 5,219 EVs in the first
half of 2022. During the same time period, Shanghai-based SAIC Motor, which owns the MG
brand, sold 4,500 EVs in Thailand. #GRN #CHN #THA Nikkei Asia

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Desktop Metal, a US-based manufacturer of 3D printers, introduced a new technology
that will significantly simplify the industrial sheet metal production process, according to
CEO Ric Fulop. The Figur G15 technology is capable of shaping standard sheet metal on
demand directly from a digital design file, eliminating the need of stamping tools, molds, dies, or
presses and thus reducing costs and production lead time. This is a $300B market currently with
no digital solutions, Mr. Fulop stated. The firm’s clients include BMW, Toyota, and SpaceX. This
new technology's first generation will handle mass production of sheet metal parts for aircraft,
agriculture, and heavy-duty equipment. In automotive assembly, the technology will be able to
handle sheet metal shaping and stamping in low- to mid-volume. It could support production of
sub-10k vehicles a year initially, according to Mr. Fulop. For the time being, the technology can
form sheet metal parts that fit inside its 1.5 meter by 1.2 meter 3D printer envelope and can
process positive and negative forms up to 40 cm in the vertical direction. #MFG #USA Reuters

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Autonomous vehicles that can detect DNA snippets in the water may soon assist
researchers in discovering more medicines derived from marine life. Biologists and
engineers are collaborating to envision fleets of autonomous submersible robots scouring the
ocean like electronic bloodhounds for snippets of the animals' DNA in seawater — and then
gathering and analyzing this environmental DNA, or eDNA. More than a dozen drugs have been
created from natural compounds produced by sponges, corals, and other marine invertebrates.
The autonomous systems, according to the biologists, could hasten the development of
countless more by making it easier to collect specimens of animals that live in remote habitats
along reefs, underwater canyons, and hydrothermal vents. In the future, researchers believe
that such systems could eliminate the need for specimen collection entirely by analyzing
collected eDNA to determine the genetic recipe for producing the compounds. The collection of
eDNA promises to be more efficient and less expensive than the complex method currently
used to collect marine specimens. #AUT #BIO #USA WSJ

→ Shanghai is doubling down on autonomous driving technology as the driver of a
high-potential growth industry with a $72B market value by 2025. The General Office of the
Shanghai Municipal People's Government released a new plan on September 5 that calls for the
city to establish a "domestically leading innovation and development system" for intelligent
vehicles, with the city making "significant progress in the research and development of core
technologies" and achieving "self-sufficiency of core equipment." According to the plan, more
than 70% of vehicles produced by 2025 should have level 2 (L2) and level 3 (L3) driverless
systems, with L4 systems implemented in "specific areas and scenarios." At the moment, the
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majority of intelligent vehicles on mainland roads are classified as L2 or L2+, which require the
driver to be alert and ready to take control at all times. L3 is commonly referred to as a
"hands-off" system, whereas L4 refers to a "eyes-off" operation. According to the plan, relevant
companies and research institutes in the city are encouraged to increase research and
development of a number of key technologies, such as automotive-use chips,
artificial-intelligence algorithms, laser-radar components, in-vehicle operating systems,
intelligent computing platforms, and steer-by-wire systems. The plan is part of a larger effort by
Shanghai authorities to re-energize the commercial and financial hub's economy following an
extended Covid-19 lockdown earlier this year, as well as to develop its AI industry, which
competes with that of Beijing and tech hub Shenzhen. #AUT #AI #DIG #CHP #CHN SCMP

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Micron plans to invest $15B in a new memory-chip manufacturing facility in Boise,
Idaho, over the next 10 years. The investment includes anticipated federal grants and credits
under the CHIPS and Science Act, and it will result in the creation of 17k jobs by the end of the
decade. #CHP #USA Reuters

→ SK Hynix, the world's second-largest memory chip maker, announced on September 6
that it will invest $10.9B in a new chip plant in South Korea over the next 5 years. The
M15X facility, which will be built in Cheongju, south of Seoul, will begin construction in October
and be completed in early 2025, according to SK Hynix. #CHP #KOR Reuters

→ Leading foundry operators stand to benefit from a 25% investment tax credit (ITC) on
domestic fab projects, according to a document released this week by the US
Department of Commerce. The document contends that the US remains the world leader in
chip design, native design, and automation tools, but it also notes that the US is responsible for
only 10% of global chip capacity and 3% of global packaging, assembling, and testing services,
indicating areas where America has fallen behind when it comes to domestic production.
According to the department, recent efforts by China to increase domestic chip manufacturing
capacity have only served to exacerbate the risk to US supply chains. #CHP #SCRM
#Geopolitics #USA #CHN The Register

→ High-profile Chinese universities and state-run research institutes have been relying
on a US computing chip to power their AI tech, but Washington has now restricted its
export to the country. Some of China's most critical research institutes need Nvidia's A100
processors, according to a Reuters study of government records over the last two years.
Tsinghua University, China's top university, spent more than $400k last October on two Nvidia AI
supercomputers. In the same month, the Institute of Computing Technology at CAS spent $250k
on A100 chips. In July, a CAS university's AI school spent $200k on high-tech equipment,
including a server with A100 chips. Jinan University's cybersecurity college spent $93k on an
Nvidia AI supercomputer in November. Its school of intelligent systems science and engineering
spent nearly $100k on eight A100 chips in December. The documents also revealed that
less-known institutes and universities supported by municipal and provincial governments
bought A100 chips. Without chips from Nvidia and AMD, Chinese organizations may struggle to
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perform advanced computing tasks like image and speech recognition at a low cost. According
to experts, few Chinese chipmakers can easily replace advanced Nvidia and AMD chips, so
buyers may need to combine lower-end chips to replicate the processing power. The Chinese
Academy of Surveying and Mapping, a Ministry of Natural Resources research institute,
considered buying an Nvidia AI supercomputer to create 3D images from geographic data. The
National University of Defense and Technology (NUDT), a military university run by China's top
military body, also buys A100 chips. The NUDT, home to Tianhe-2, one of the world's most
powerful supercomputers, has been on the US entity list since 2015 due to national security
concerns, preventing it from accessing Intel processors for its supercomputers. The institute
planned to buy 24 Nvidia AI GPUs. The document was republished last month, indicating NUDT
hasn't found the right deal/supplier. #CHP #AI #DIG #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #CHN Reuters

→ Huawei's Ascend chip, China's most powerful AI processor, can outperform Nvidia's
flagship V100 chip in certain tasks, but it also has some serious flaws, according to a
new study by Chinese scientists. Researchers evaluated the Ascend processor's
performance in a variety of applications to assess China's AI chip competence and
shortcomings. Despite not matching international flagship chips in overall performance, the
Huawei Ascend processor could be used in most existing applications and outperform global
competitors in some scenarios, according to researchers. Researchers from China's Renmin
University and Tsinghua University conducted the evaluation in August, just before the US
banned sales of the most powerful AI chips to China. Accelerator chips use a unique
architecture to focus on AI. Huawei's Ascend 910 and Ascend 310 accelerator chips and
Ascend calculating platform were developed a few years ago. The Ascend 910 processor uses
TSMC 7nm technology and can achieve 640 TOPS with precision INT8, a basic data type. The
Ascend 310 is a small inference chip made with TSMC's 12nm FinFET Compact (FFC)
Inference chips. The Ascend 310 chip performs fast, low-precision calculations while consuming
8 watts of power. It can be used in smart cameras and watches. Renmin University tested both
chips with public algorithms and data sets. The Ascend chips were better for traditional dense
algorithm workloads, the study found. Additionally, the chips consumed less power than GPUs
while outperforming Nvidia's flagship V100 chip. The Ascend chips also have big flaws.
According to the research paper, the processors aren't good for sparse workloads due to their
architecture. Their utility in real-world applications like autonomous driving would be limited,
because many auto industry algorithms use sparse computing to reduce computing strain. As
demand from domestic clients grows, the ban may allow China to build its own industry chain,
they stated. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA #TWN SCMP

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Archer Materials, a quantum startup based in Australia, is collaborating with
GlobalFoundries to develop high-volume production quantum processor technology.
They will work to scale fabrication of the company's 12CQ quantum chip technology, which the
startup claims is a breakthrough in detecting quantum information at room temperature. Current
quantum computing qubit architectures, according to Archer, rely on custom fabrication, in
contrast to the processor chips that power today's classical computers, which are designed for
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high-volume manufacturing using well-established semiconductor processes. Much of today's
quantum technology suffers from reliability issues caused by noise-induced errors in the qubits.
One proposed solution is to use a quantum processor to combine the output of many qubits to
create a single logical qubit. Finding ways to manufacture qubits using existing industrial-scale
semiconductor foundries is thus seen as a significant challenge in developing quantum
processors, which Archer appears to be hoping to address by partnering with GlobalFoundries,
which manufactures chips for customers such as AMD, Broadcom, and Qualcomm. #QNT
#CHP #SCRM #USA #AUS The Register

GEOPOLITICS
→ Singapore has become an unexpected beneficiary of the escalating conflict between
China and the US, as Chinese entrepreneurs and engineers flock there, sparking tech
startup and fintech booms. Recently, Singapore announced a national project called Cadence
(CAncer Detected Early caN be CurEd). Cadence's goal is to develop a technology that can
detect lung, liver, stomach, and six other major types of cancer at an early stage using small
blood samples. At the opening of the signing ceremony, Minister of Health Ong Ye Kung proudly
introduced Dr. Zhou Lihan, co-founder and CEO of Mirxes, a Chinese startup that is playing a
key role in the project. Jennifer Zhang is another Chinese entrepreneur who has traveled to
Singapore in search of new business opportunities. In 2019, she founded the AI startup Wiz
Holdings in Singapore. Wiz offers a system in which humanized AI responds to inquiries in the
customer's native language, such as English with a Singapore accent, Thai, or Indonesian.
Chinese talent and companies are also gaining clout in the financial sector. In June, Ant Group,
the financial arm of Chinese tech giant Alibaba, launched a digital wholesale bank in Singapore.
Two of the four companies/consortiums authorized for digital banking by the Singapore
Monetary Authority are Chinese. Forrest Li, the founder of the digital technology firm Sea, was a
Chinese national who obtained Singapore citizenship. Moves like Li's demonstrate Singapore's
strength in attracting Chinese talent. #Geopolitics #SCRM #FIN #BIO #AI #DIG #SGP #CHN
#USA Nikkei Asia

→ Albania severed diplomatic ties with Iran and expelled embassy personnel in response
to a major cyberattack on Albanian government websites nearly two months ago, the
prime minister announced on Wednesday, September 7. Albania's move was the first known
instance of a country cutting diplomatic ties due to a cyberattack. #Geopolitics #Cybersecurity
#ALB #IRN AP News

→ American tech companies that receive funding under the US Chips Act will be barred
from building "leading-edge" chip factories in China for 10 years. American technology
firms have been seeking clarification on the constraints attached to the government subsidy,
which will effectively halt their business plans or production capabilities in China. China currently
lacks the software, equipment, and capabilities to manufacture advanced chips, a weakness
exposed by an escalating tech war between Washington and Beijing in the midst of a global chip
shortage. #Geopolitics #CHP #SCRM #USA #CHN SCMP
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→ Six months into its invasion of Ukraine, Russia is suffering from a severe
technological deficit caused by sanctions. Kyiv is acutely aware that the outcome of the war
is likely to hinge on Russia regaining access to high-tech chips, and is working hard to ensure
that it does not. Ukraine is warning the international community that the Kremlin has drawn up
shopping lists of semiconductors, transformers, connectors, casings, transistors, insulators, and
other components, the majority of which are made by companies in the US, Germany, the
Netherlands, the UK, Taiwan, and Japan, among others, that it needs to fuel its war effort.
Almost all of the top 25 items sought by Russia are microchips made by American companies
Marvell, Intel, Holt, ISSI, Microchip, Micron, Broadcom, and Texas Instruments. Chips from
Japanese firm Renesas, which acquired IDT in the US; microcircuits from American firm Vicor;
and connectors from AirBorn in the US round out the list. Some of the items are readily
available from online electronics retailers, while others have been out of stock for months due to
a global microchip shortage. When it comes to the medium priority list, companies including
Germany's Harting and the Netherlands' Nexperia (which was acquired by Chinese tech firm
Wingtech in 2019) feature heavily. The Russians are hunting for a range of Harting's casings
and connectors, the list showed, including the 09 03 000 6201 and the 09 03 000 6104, as well
as Nexperia/NXP's 74LVC1G14GV,125 inverters and 74LVC244APW,112 octal buffer/line
drivers. Russia has been buying up stock of Western microchips and other essential equipment
for years, but could now be running low, according to an analyst.
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#Geopolitics #CHP #SCRM #RUS #UKR #USA #DEU #NLD #GBR #TWN #JPN #CHN Politico

CYBERSECURITY
→ In response to Washington's allegations of cyberespionage, China accused the NSA of
hacking a government-funded university with aeronautics and space research programs.
The attacks on Northwestern Polytechnical University in Xi'an were carried out by the National
Security Agency's Office of Tailored Access Operations, according to China's National Computer
Virus Emergency Response Center. After an overseas attack was reported in June, a team from
the center and 360 Security Technology analyzed the university's information systems,
according to the center. In recent years, the NSA conducted more than 10k "vicious"
cyberattacks on Chinese targets, collecting more than 140 GB of "great value" data, they claim.
Recently, Beijing has shifted its strategy, accusing the US directly of cyberattacks and naming
targets. Pangu Lab, a Chinese cybersecurity firm, announced in February that it had discovered
US-sponsored hacking activity in China: malware in domestic IT systems created by the hacking
group Equation, which is "generally believed" to be linked to the NSA. According to Greg Austin,
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an expert in Chinese cyber activities at the Singapore-based International Institute for Strategic
Studies, the shift is an effort to raise public awareness of US activities and reclaim the
diplomatic initiative globally from the US and its allies, which have long accused China of
attacks. At the same time, the US and its allies have increased their investments in espionage
and surveillance of China and Russia, he claims. The alleged hacks at Northwestern
Polytechnical University, which is affiliated with the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology and runs research programs in aeronautics, astronautics, and marine technology
engineering, were reported by state broadcaster China Central Television and other major state
media outlets. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #AER #USA #CHN #RUS Bloomberg

→ Four levels of encryption code on a commemorative 50-cent coin released by
Australia's foreign intelligence cybersecurity agency have been cracked by a 14-year-old
boy. The commemorative coin, limited to 50k pieces, was released on Thursday to
commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD). The ASD
claimed that the coin's four different layers of encryption were each progressively more difficult
to solve, and that clues could be found on both sides. The coin praised the work of the ASD's
members and the evolution of code-breaking, implying that those who crack the codes could be
“pretty well placed” to work for the ASD. #Cybersecurity #AUS ABC News

→ The Japanese government stated on September 7 that it is investigating the possible
involvement of Killnet, a pro-Russian group following the disruption of multiple
government websites the day before. According to Chief Cabinet Secretary Hirokazu
Matsuno, Japan's government is investigating whether problems accessing more than 20
websites across four government ministries were caused by a DDoS attack. The government
websites were unavailable on Tuesday evening, but services were restored the following day,
according to Matsuno. Japan's digital agency later tweeted that its e-Gov administrative portal
was experiencing log-in issues to some services on Wednesday, but did not specify the cause.
According to public broadcaster NHK, the portal was among those targeted on Tuesday.
#Cybersecurity #JPN #RUS Reuters

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Europe’s energy crisis is threatening to slow experiments into particle accelerators.
According to Serge Claudet, chair of the European Organization for Nuclear Research's energy
management panel, CERN is planning to shut down some of its particle accelerators during
peak demand. CERN is also considering how to shut down the world's largest accelerator, the
Large Hadron Collider. CERN is located on a sprawling complex that spans the French-Swiss
border and is one of France's largest energy consumers. It consumes nearly 200 megawatts of
power at peak operation, which is one-third the amount consumed by the nearby city of Geneva.
CERN's goal is to keep the LHC running and avoid a sudden shutdown that would disrupt the
$4.4B machine. The LHC is one of CERN's eight accelerators; there are also two particle
decelerators that allow scientists to study antimatter. Mr. Claudet stated that CERN is in talks
with its electricity supplier, the state-controlled French power giant EDF SA, to receive a day's
notice that the center would need to consume less electricity. CERN would prioritize shutting
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down other accelerators in Shutting down the LHC would save another 25%, but there is a
catch: the collider relies on superconducting magnets cooled to -456 degrees Fahrenheit to
bend the particle beam, which consumes significant power even when the beam is turned off.
Allowing the magnets to warm up could delay LHC experiments for weeks. #SCRM #EUR WSJ

→ China's import volume of integrated circuits (ICs) fell more than 12% in the first eight
months of the year, according to official customs data released on September 7. The
country imported 369.5B IC units from January to August, a 12.8% decrease from the 423.9B
units shipped in the same period last year. This was a significant decrease from the 27.2%
increase recorded in the same period in 2021. From January to August this year, the value of
China's chip imports increased by 2.6% to $277B, up from $270B in the same period last year,
indicating that the country is purchasing more expensive IC products. Semiconductor imports to
China started to decline in the first two months of 2022, the first YoY decrease since the
beginning of 2020. This eased in May, when Chinese firms imported 45.9B IC units, up from
45.7B units in April. Meanwhile, China's chip exports fell 9.9% YoY to 186.3B from January to
August. During the same time period, the value of these exports increased by 8.7%. #SCRM
#CHP #Geopolitics #CHN #USA SCMP
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